
Linguistics 330 – Contact Languages 
Reed College, Spring 2012 
T/TH 1:10-2:30, Eliot 126 
 
Kara Becker 
Vollum 306 
kbecker@reed.edu 
Office Hours: Tuesdays, 3-5pm (or by appointment) 
 
Prerequisites 
Linguistics 211 and 212, or consent of instructor. 
 
Course Description 
This course is an investigation into the linguistic varieties and linguistic practices that 
emerge from contact situations. Taking into account both diachronic and synchronic 
perspectives, we focus on the linguistic effects of language contact, including code-
switching, admixture, lexical borrowing, and language shift. We emphasize the most 
striking cases of language contact – pidgins and creoles – identifying the formal 
structures of these varieties, describing the social contexts that surround to their 
emergence, and discussing the relevance of creole formation on models of Universal 
Grammar. Students gain experience working with audio and other primary source data to 
present case studies of the structural and sociolinguistic properties of contact varieties. 
Conference. (Fulfills Group B). 
 
Course Text 
Kouwenberg, Silvia and John Victor Singler. 2008. The Handbook of Pidgin and Creole 
Studies. Wiley-Blackwell. 
(available through the library as an e-book, you can read the whole thing online or print 
out individual chapters.) 
 
Additional articles will be posted in PDF on our blog. 
 
Course Requirements 
 
The Contact Languages in Music Archive: 20% 
 
Stage 1: You present an in-class workshop lasting approximately 20 minutes. You will 
research the genre and artist in question and provide a short overview for us. You will 
focus on one song and play it (provide a youtube clip on our blog). You will find a copy of 
the lyrics and re-work them in IPA as best you can. You will provide a notated copy of 
the lyrics with all features of the variety notated.  
Stage 2: After feedback from the class on your analysis, you will submit a final copy to 
our Creole Music Corpus. 
 
 
Final Project: 40%  
 
I would recommend you approach your final project topic from one of two avenues: 1) 
Interest in a particular pidgin or creole variety, or 2) Interest in a particular conceptual 



topic (genesis, reduction, applications) which (could, but not should) be investigated 
through a case study of one or more varieties. 
 
In 3 Stages: 
 
Week 9: Submit an annotated bibliography and a 1-page topic description 
Week 12: Submit a minimum of 5 pages of rough draft for feedback from me. These five 
pages must include: 

a) Section headings and subheadings (a conceptual outline of the layout of your 
paper) 
b) A rough draft of your introduction, including your research question/hypothesis 
and overview of the literature 

 Final Paper is due Wednesday, May 9th at 5pm. 15-page max. 
 
*If you would like feedback on your paper, please note this on the first page and include 
your box number. If youʼd like feedback, please submit either a hard copy or word 
document to me; otherwise these formats or a PDF is fine. 
 
 
Participation: 40% 
 
Participation in conference is mandatory and crucial to the success of our class, 
particularly at the upper division. Engage in class in a way that demonstrates the effort 
you put in to our class and our readings. Ask questions, connect concepts and readings, 
attempt to clarify or expand on what others say in class. 
 
Each of you will make two in-class presentations. 

1. Discussion Leader. You will cover one to two articles from our Handbook, 
make a handout to summarize and synthesize the material, and post 
questions to spark discussion on our blog. 

2. Contributor to the Contact Languages in Music Archive (see above). 
 
 
Our Course Blog: 
http://blogs.reed.edu/ling330/ 
 
The blog is our central point for communication outside of class and you should plan to 
check it regularly. I will put announcements and updates to the syllabus on it. In addition, 
you are expected to make a weekly contribution to the blog, by Monday evening 
(midnight) of each week. Your posts should fall into one of two categories: 
 
1) Discussion Question. Post something that excites you, confuses you, or intrigues you 
from our readings for the week. Formulate a question that will foster in-class discussion. 
Each week weʼll have ONE thread for these questions and weʼll use them in-class. 
 
2) Contribute an artifact. An artifact is a piece of media (song, youtube video, news 
article, photo, etc.) that you feel relates to you and enhances some concept from class 
discussion. In posting an artifact you need to contextualize it but explaining why you 
chose it (i.e. how it relates to class discussion).  



 
*Note – it “counts” for your weekly contribution to be a response to another post (a 
follow-up/expansion to someoneʼs question, some thoughts on an artifact), but please 
donʼt do this every week. In general, interacting with your colleagues on the blog is 
greatly encouraged. 
 
Hereʼs how you post on the blog: 

1. Go to blogs.reed.edu 
2. Click on the Moveable Type Icon on the right of this home page. You will be 

asked to log in – use your Reed ID and password. 
**NOTE: You will not be able to do anything further. This is normal.  

3. Send me an email to let me know you have completed steps 1-2. 
4. Once youʼre added, you will be able to log in to Moveable Type and go to the 

dashboard, which allows you to make posts and add media. 
 
 
Some tips on writing a good research paper in linguistics: 
 

1. You MUST connect your paper topic and data to theory. Make explicit reference 
to authors weʼve read in class. In doing so, cite your sources in-text (Example: 
“This finding for gender is similar to that found in New York City (Labov 1966: 
150). The style of citation doesnʼt matter as long as you are consistent. Citing in-
text means that any idea that is drawn from somewhere outside your head must 
have a citation at the end of the sentence in which that idea is used. This extends 
beyond the use of direct quotes. If you are unsure about citing in-text, ask me. Of 
course, you must have a bibliography. 

2. Your exposition matters. Focus on argumentation and evidence, not on personal 
thoughts or anecdotes. Brevity in exposition is a skill to master. Providing a clear 
and rational argument, backed up by cited evidence, can be harder than 
expounding on an idea for 15 pages. Writing in the social sciences does not have 
to be pretty – instead, it should be clear, compelling, and well argued. 

3. Use section, visuals, figures, and tables. To advance the clarity of your paper, 
make use of tools to organize your argument. Itʼs good to write a clear intro telling 
me exactly what you will argue in your paper. Itʼs good to use section breaks. Itʼs 
good to use visuals, whether a figure from another work that speaks to your topic, 
a graph or table of results from data youʼve analyzed, etc.  
 

- If youʼre unclear on what a good paper looks like, take a look at any of the journal 
articles we read in class as models. You should also come talk with me. 
 
 



Course Outline 
 
Weʼll approach our readings in a modular fashion, taking our time where needed.  
 
Topic Modules 
 
Language Contact. 
 
Winford, Donald. 2003. Introduction: The Field of Contact Linguistics. In An Introduction 

to Contact Linguistics. 1-25. (PDF on blog). 
Mesthrie, Raj. HB 11. Pidgin/Creoles and Contact Languages: An Overview. 
Bakker, Peter. HB 6. Pidgins versus Creoles and Pidgincreoles. 
 
Readings for Tuesday, February 7th, in preparation for our visiting speaker, 
Simanique Moody (who visits Wednesday February 8th): 
Holm, John. 2004. Languages in Contact: The partial restructuring of vernaculars. 
Chapters 1 and 2. 
Jones-Jackson, Patricia. 1987.  When Roots Die: Endangered Traditions on the Sea 
Islands. Athens: University of Georgia Press. Chapter 4 and the Conclusion (pp. 147-
149) 
 
Structure 
 
Crowley, Terry. HB 4. Pidgin and Creole Morphology. 
Smith, Norval S.H. HB 5. Creole Phonology. 
Winford, Donald. HB 2. Atlantic Creole Syntax. 
Meyerhoff, Miriam. HB 3. Forging Pacific Pidgin and Creole Syntax: Substrate, 
Discourse, and Inherent Variability. 
Versteegh, Kees. HB 7. Non-Indo-European Pidgins and Creoles. 
 
Genesis 
 
Siegel, Jeff. HB 8. Pidgins/Creoles and Second Language Acquisition. 
Bickerton, Derek. 1984. The language bioprogram hypothesis. Behavioral and Brain 
Sciences 7: 173-88. (PDF, Read 1st 16 pages only). 
Veenstra, Tonjes. HB 9. Creole Genesis: The impact of the Language Bioprogram 
Hypothesis. 
Thomason, Sarah G. HB 10. Pidgins/Creoles and Historical Linguistics.  
Arends, Jacques. HB 13. A Demographic Perspective on Creole Formation. 
Singler, John Victor. HB 14. The Sociohistorical Context of Creole Genesis. 
Jourdan, Christine. HB 15. The Cultural in Pidgin Genesis. 
 
Shift; Diaspora 
 
Patrick, Peter L. HB 19. Pidgins, Creoles, and Variation.  
Kegl, Judy. HB 20. The Case of Signed Languages in the Context of Pidgin and Creole 
Studies.  
Spears, Arthur K. HB 21. Pidgins/Creoles and African American English. 



Rampton, Ben. 2010 Language crossing and the problematisation of ethnicity and 
socialization. Pragmatics 5 (4): 485-513. (PDF) 
Lipski, John M. HB 22. Spanish-Based Creoles in the Caribbean. 
 
Pidgins and Creoles in Context 
 
Escure, Genevieve. HB 23. Pidgins/Creoles and Discourse. 
Craig, Dennis. HB 24. Pidgins/Creoles and Education. 
Devonish, Hubert. HB 25. Language Planning in Pidgins and Creoles. 
 
 


